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D U R I N G the weekend of 9-10 February 1980 Mr Roger Smith, Mr Ian Smith, and Mr 
Paul Woods found 495 medieval pennies on the Thames north foreshore in front of the 
site of the now-demolished Bull Wharf warehouse adjacent to Queenhithe Dock, 
London. A number of strays from the find have recently appeared on the market so the 
original cache must have been in excess of 500 coins. No evidence of a container was 
noted. The finders took the coins to Mr John Clark of the London Museum who kindly 
allowed them to be studied and recorded in the British Museum. 

When found, the coins displayed a remarkable range of colour from brown and 
yellow-green to spectacular shades of blue and violet, a patination typical of silver 
objects recovered after several centuries from the polluted waters of the Thames. This 
patination was superficial, however, and expert chemical cleaning by Mr K. A. Howes, 
Conservation Officer in the Department of Coins and Medals, revealed that few of the 
coins had been seriously corroded. Twelve coins were left untreated as examples of 
their original appearance. All the coins were currency forgeries struck from false dies 
on flans too small for the dies, giving the appearance of clipped coins. The majority are 
irregularly circular in shape and measure about 13-15 mm in diameter although almost 
as large a number of them are more oval. The edges of many coins show the vestiges of 
the corners of the original blanks which had not been totally obliterated by the striking, 
demonstrating that they had been cut roughly square or rectangular from sheet silver. 
The coins were produced from a single obverse die and four reverses, illustrated twice 
life-size on the accompanying plate from specimens now in the British Museum. One 
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reverse named London and three, York. Die-links between coins struck at different 
mints would have been virtually impossible in the regal coinage of this period. The dies 
had been prepared in the official manner from a series of punches for the details of the 
effigy and for the individual letters. The latter are debased in form, ill-matched for size, 
and several are clearly broken. There are basically two letter founts, one larger than the 
other. The E and o of the larger fount are always broken, R serves for B, and c for both D 
and L. While the forger could have resorted to this duplication merely to save the extra 
time and labour required to produce a fuller range of letter-punches, the presence of the 
broken letters suggests that this group of motley punches had not been newly made for 
the present purpose but had been derived from other founts some of whose punches 
had been damaged, lost, or used to destruction in producing dies for earlier false coins 
or, as in the case of the official coinage-punches, for jettons and other non-numismatic 
objects. Other forgeries from the same workshop as the Queenhithe coins are therefore 
a distinct possibility. All the dies lack the customary initial-mark and there are no 
contraction marks or stops between the words. It proved difficult to compare the 
punches in detail and to reconstruct the legends in full because, as a result of the built-in 
clipping, little more than the bases of a few letters survive on most coins and, despite 
the wealth of die-duplicates, the tops of some letters are never in fact visible at all. The 
problem has been compounded by the legend of one quarter of each reverse die 
appearing more frequently on the under-sized flans than any of the other three. All 
sections of the obverse legend occur more evenly except for the part directly above the 
crown which is less often visible. (This evidence for the technique of striking will be 
discussed later.) The dies of the 483 cleaned coins are detailed in the Table of Legends. 

T A B L E O F L E G E N D S 

Die Number She Legend Most 
of coins of most frequently 

letters legible 
quarter 

Obverse 483 Large ECARCVS CEI (G)RA REX — 

London reverse 95 Large TAS CIVI CO(N CON) CIVI 
York reverse 1 223 Large CIVi TAS ERO RAC RAC 

York reverse 2 21 Large CIVI TAS ERO RACI 
York reverse 3 144 Small (CIVI TAS) EBOB ACI EBOB 

Remarks 

G p o s s i b l y a n o b u t n o t o o f 
reverses 

N possibly another letter 
Thinner A than on other 

coins with large letters 
Medium sized R; R for B 
Same broken B for B and R 

The letters within brackets are either never visible on the coins or so little appears that their punches cannot be identified. 

What were the prototypes for these forgeries? The effigy is a passable imitation of the 
official later fifteenth-century style including the characteristic crown: large and rather 
upright with a row of round holes along the head-band. This type of crown is first seen 
on the half-groats of Henry Y but its earliest appearance on the penny denomination is 
during the Heavy Coinage of Edward IV. A crown of the same basic form survives until 
the end of the Open-crown coinage of Henry VII although by then it had generally 
become smaller, narrower and even more upright. The regal name ECARCVS is badly 
blundered but it is more likely to be essaying the commoner EDWARDVS, with w 
omitted in error and c for D as in CEI for DEI, rather than the rarer RICARDVS which 
requires the omission of the more important initial letter of the king's name and the 
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error, or gratuitous substitution, of E for I, a letter present in the available fount. 
Further, the DEI form was revived from 1465 on the local York dies of the Light 
Coinage of Edward IV and was later used on some, but not all, of the official dies 
at York and London.1 The contracted form DI alone is employed on the pennies of 
Richard III.2 The prototypes for the Queenhithe forgeries were therefore the Light 
Coinage pennies of Edward IV struck between 1465 and the end of the reign in 1483. 
It would not be profitable to try to narrow the field still further since the omission by 
the forger of the diagnostic marks of differentiation beside the bust is probably not 
significant in the light of his exclusion of such other details as the initial-marks. It is 
unlikely, however, that these forgeries were produced contemporaneously with their 
prototypes since it would have been difficult to pass them into circulation alongside the 
noticeably larger-flanned and heavier official pieces current shortly after the 1464 
reform. They would, however, have been much easier to dispose of at the end of the 
century when the pennies in circulation were, for the most part, old and clipped coins of 
Edward IV and when the new sovereign-type pennies of Henry VII designed to replace 
them had not yet made their full impact on the circulating medium. These forgeries 
were therefore likely to have been produced some time in the decade 1490-1500 and, 
as they are self-evidently newly struck, most probably in London. 

One curious feature of the obverse legend remains to be explained, and that is the use 
of the Latin regal name in full when the curtailed form without the final vs is invariable 
on the official pennies of Edward IV. The most recent use of the regal name ending in vs 
as a regular feature of the penny denomination had been the Leaf-Trefoil issue of 
Henry VI,3 but such earlier, heavier, coins had rapidly ceased to be a significant part 
of the currency after the 1464 reform and were unlikely to have influenced the legends 
of forgeries produced at the end of the century. The precedents need not have been 
numismatic ones. The forger or the person laying out the legends for him to reproduce 
on the dies may have been familiar with the king's name in full from other sources such 
as legal documents or have been someone of sufficient education to expand plausibly if, 
as it turns out, incorrectly the meagre remnants of the original legends visible on the 
worn and clipped pennies in circulation at that time. A certain sophistication of 
thought is also evident in the provision of variety by creating one London reverse and 
three dies, all different, for the commoner mint of York. The mutations of the reverse 
legends on the York dies and the four-to-one ratio of reverses to obverse—prodigal 
by contemporary official standards—could indeed be mere accident, the result of 
the unrepresentative nature of the present sample, the weakness of the dies, or the 
ineptness of the hammerman, but they recall to mind that the organizers of forgery 
production, as opposed to those who actually carried it out, were regularly drawn from 
the educated classes including even churchmen. 

The average weights of the different die-pairings, excluding the uncleaned coins and 
eleven obviously corroded pieces, and of this group of 472 coins as a whole, are set out 
in the Table of Weights. A histogram was prepared of all the weights from figures 

1 C. E. Blunt and C. A. Whitton, 'The Coinages of 2 Personal observation. 
Edward IV and Henry VI (restored)', BNJxx\ (1945-8), 3 C. A. Whitton, 'The Heavy Coinage of Henry VI', 
47-9 (York pennies 1465-83) and 327 (London pennies BNJxxiii (1938-41), 256. There is one abnormal die in vs 
1473-83). Although pennies for Edward V with the in the Leaf-Pellet issue, p. 430. 
boar's-head mark are potential, none are known today. 
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corrected to two decimal places of grammes with an interval of 0.01 g and this is 
expressed in contracted form with intervals of 0.05 g in the Frequency Table. The small 
numbers of York reverse 2 present no doubt account for its abnormally higher average 
weight but they are not sufficiently numerous to affect the figures for the group as 
a whole. The Frequency Table and the weight-patterns both of the individual die-
pairings and of the group of forgeries as a whole display a remarkably regular 
distribution very close to the perfect 'normal distribution' of statistical method where 
mode, median, and arithmetic mean are all at the same value—here 0.465 g ( = 7.2 gr) 
—with the values on either side declining in symmetry. This distribution is in marked 
contrast to the consistently negatively skewed frequency-distributions demonstrated 
for recently struck die-duplicate, or closely die-linked, official coins in the later English 
medieval series.4 The explanation is the obvious one that the forger had no reason to 
cull his own underweight, debased coins: unlike official coins at the top end of a distri-
bution, none of the forgeries were worth more than face value as bullion, indeed quite 
the reverse. 

T A B L E O F W E I G H T S 

Reverse dies Number 
Average weights Number of coins 

Reverse dies Number 
of coins Grams Grains Below average On average Above average 

L o n d o n 91 0.462 7.1 47 — 44 
York 1 219 0.464 7.1 105 3 111 
Y o r k 2 19 0.503 7.7 9 1 9 
York 3 143 0.467 7.2 73 70 
Tota l 472 0.465 7.2 234 4 234 

F R E Q U E N C Y T A B L E 

Weight in grams 0.27-0.31 0.32-0.36 0.37-0.41 0.42-0.46 0.47-0.51 0.52-0.56 0.57-0.61 0.62-0.66 
Number of coins 3 16 78 137 136 70 26 6 

The regular distribution also shows that the forger intended to strike his coins at 
a particular weight. The central figure is now 7.2 gr but, allowing for the effect of 
corrosion and cleaning, the original figure is likely to have been a little higher, say 7^ or 

gr. His success in getting 89 per cent of them within about 1\ gr either way of the 
target figure points to considerable expertise. The official issue weight of the penny at 
the end of the fifteenth century was still the 12 gr at which it had been fixed in 1464, 
although the few hoards buried at this period including useful numbers of pennies 
suggest that the average weight of the currency coins was between 10 and 11 gr.5 In the 
circumstances, it was not possible to undertake an extensive programme of analysis 
but six coins were investigated by Mr M. R. Cowell of the British Museum Research 
Laboratory (see Appendix). Mr Cowell suggests that the forger was aiming at a fine-
ness of about 80 per cent silver against the official standard of 92.5 per cent. The source 
of the metal was probably plate, official coins, or clippings from them adulterated with 

4 M. M. Archibald, 'The Mayfield (Sussex) 1968 c.1495 to be published by the author in a forthcoming 
Hoard of English Pence and French Gros, c.1307', Mints, volume of the Cumberland and Westmorland Society 
Dies and Currency, ed. R. A. G. Carson, pp. 154-6. Transactions. 

5 e.g. the Pennyrock Falls (Cumbria) hoard buried 
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base metal, mostly copper, which was readily available in domestic as well as in 
industrial contexts. Allowing for both these forms of debasement, the forger was 
making a gross profit of between Is. 6d. and 9s. 6d. in the pound although his costs, 
which there is no way of assessing, would have to be deducted from these amounts. 

The die-axis of English coins at this period was not regular. The upper die was hand-
held in position over the blank on the lower one without any mechanical means of 
controlling their relationship, nor was there apparently any attempt to do so by eye. 
Among the Queenhithe coins, however, the die-axes of the products of each pair of dies 
display a tendency to one alignment within a band of about 20°, although the par-
ticular alignment is different for each pair. In the case of the small numbers of coins 
from York die 2, the pattern is more haphazard, but in the other three cases approxi-
mately 85 per cent of the coins show a consistent alignment of this sort: London, 
C.135°; York 1, c.225°; York 3, c.0°; in each case ±10°. This suggests that the 
hammerman struck large numbers of coins without laying down his upper die and that 
he could not therefore have positioned the blanks on the lower die himself. They must 
have been fed between the dies by another operative. In this, as in so much else, the 
forger is likely to have been following current official practice. The curious way in 
which the legend of one quarter of the reverse is most often visible on the flan to the 
exclusion of the others while the obverse legend does not follow quite so consistent 
a pattern is also explicable if the hammerman got into a good work-rhythm and was 
placing his upper die in the same position on each blank regardless of where it had been 
put on the lower die by a less consistent colleague. 

In the fifteenth century the punishment for forgery was often death but, none the 
less, the uncertainty of apprehension and conviction, added to the huge profits to be 
made by the successful, induced people to take the risk. The present coins were found 
together in the bed of the Thames and without a surviving container. Although they 
could have been concealed somewhere inland and been washed down into the river at a 
later date, it would seem rather unlikely that in these circumstances they would have 
remained as a closely knit group. It would appear to be more probable that they had 
been deliberately thrown into the river by the forger or someone else when he feared to 
be caught with the damning evidence. If the latter were the case, there was clearly no 
animus revertendi on the part of the original depositor; he had purposefully abandoned 
the coins and, if so, there was no prima facie case for treasure trove. It might be 
objected that someone was unlikely to throw away coins which, on bullion value alone, 
were worth a month-or-two's wages, but with freedom or life itself at risk this may not 
be so surprising. In the absence of conclusive evidence, such cases have to be decided on 
the balance of probabilities. Where the Queenhithe coins were concerned, the Coroner 
decided that there was no prima facie case for treasure trove and the coins were 
returned to their finders. The Messrs. Smith generously donated two groups of six 
coins apiece to the British Museum and the London Museum. A full photographic 
record of the hoard including colour slides of the original patination were made before 
the coins were dispersed and may be consulted by students in the British Museum Coin 
Room. 
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A P P E N D I X 

A N A L Y S I S O F F O R G E R I E S F R O M 
T H E Q U E E N H I T H E H O A R D 

M. R. C O W E L L 

Six die-linked forgeries of pennies of Edward IV produced at the end of the fifteenth 
century from the Queenhithe hoard were examined by X-ray fluorescence analysis and 
the results are set out below. The extent of the corrosion is such that the best accuracy 
could not be obtained, hence the silver and copper figures are only quoted to the 
nearest whole percent. The average suggests an intended fineness of about 80 per cent. 

Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent 
silver copper gold lead arsenic zinc 

London reverse 85 14 0.1 0.8 < 0 . 1 < 0 . 1 
London reverse 90 9 0.2 0.8 < 0 . 1 < 0 . 1 
York reverse 1 86 12 0.2 0.9 < 0 . 1 < 0 . 1 
York reverse 2 73 25 0.1 1.2 < 0 . 1 < 0 . 1 
York reverse 2 66 33 0.2 0.7 < 0 . 1 < 0 . 1 
York reverse 3 73 25 0.1 0.8 < 0 . 1 < 0 . 1 
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